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WIE ESSEN DIE DEUTSCHEN? (HOW DO THE GERMANS EAT?) 

How to eat healthy and sustainably in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland 

lands. Each of the many chains promises fresh, organic food, sourced ethically, and this 'Bio 

boom' is worth approximately €9 billion each year. 

Sounds ideal for those of us wanting to make a change, right? For the average German-speaker, 

sure. However, if you are of an international background, the local 'Bio' can be a rather 

overwhelming experience. 

A recipe for confusion? 

Firstly, consider their often labyrinthine layouts. In their rush to seem 'folksy' and not unlike the 

local farmer's market, these stores can change how you navigate around them on what seems a 

monthly basis. Even the most hardened shopper may be left confused. You may almost feel you 

need to obtain a map of the store in order to be sure of making it out! 

It pays to remain calm, however. As much as these 'Bio' supermarkets like to shift their wares 

around, you can rest assured that the staples such as bread, milk, cheese and meat will be 

placed at the edges of the store, requiring you to work through other aisles to access them. 

But then, there's the truly staggering number of varieties available for many ingredients, mostly 

trading on their location of origin. If you end up scratching your head as to just how they all differ, 

you're not alone. 

You may, for instance, find a truly impressive variety of flours for baking, with precious little 

explanation of how each is different. You could always use an app such as Google Translate, 

with its live photo function, to translate the German text on packaging into English or your 

preferred language. That's if you have the time and the patience! 

Finally, another hurdle to shopping in your local 'Bio' can be, well, other customers. Anybody who 

has spent much time in the German-speaking world will understand how judging others could be 

considered a national pastime. A withering glance at your trolley can sometimes turn a quick 

grocery run into a gruelling experience. 

Exploring your options 

When food shopping becomes a chore, there are other options to help international residents in 

Germany, Switzerland and Austria eat well without wasting time, money or food. 

Germany is the home of the meal kit - the market leader being HelloFresh. Founded in Berlin in 

201 1, HE:lloFresh meal kit have spread to 14 countries around the world, offering a variety of 


